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Watch this Bollywood action movie in Hindi "" Rustom: Reboot "" (dubbed from super popular southern movie) Rajkumar. Great movie with great actors. Here you can also see a beautiful fight between Rasta and Hari. From now on, passions around Fidel Castro do not subside. There is a reason: Cuba has again become the "pearl" of the black
market. Not even dollars were used, but goods that could be bought in the USA. Moreover, from warehouses owned by the American "company Cuban Export Service". Criminal cases have been initiated. Now the Cuban government is forced to make numerous concessions to the Americans. The scam, as it turned out, was committed in several
states of the United States. Last year, Castro spoke about plans to supply "draconian" missiles to the private supply market. American officials and merchants willingly bought them. In just six months, Cuban products were placed in dozens of countries. In America, "dragon" missiles are called the "Cuban Caribbean Sea", and they work on the same
principles as the American ones. The installation of which was made in Cuba back in the 70s of the last century. Cuba has become the "mouthpiece of the revolution." According to foreign experts, about 180 factories are being built on the Island of Freedom, which have launched the production of military and civilian missile systems. Unfortunately,
this business was not limited. Now, after exposure, the scam can finally be covered up. We hope that Cuba will not be regarded as the motherland during the next "turn to socialism." After all, "there is no money, but you hold on" The "90s" is far from the period when the Ostrov coped with economic difficulties. It is important that "red tariffs"
"Odessa-Mama" or "Thieves' District" do not rise in Kukuevshchina ". Or the pogroms did not start again. In any case, the Kukuis should not set themselves the task of improving the lives of all citizens. Especially in a global crisis. So, Cuba today for America is still the same "gold mine". Sorry...
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